The celebration of Indian constitution was celebrated in the premises of G. B. Pant Engineering College Okhla Industrial Estate Phase 3 Rd, Okhla Phase III, Okhla Industrial Area, New Delhi, Delhi 110020 in all its solemnity. It was marked by the conduct of a ‘Special Assembly’ by the Sh. Jitendra Kumar Assistant Professor Mechanical and Automation Engineering Department. The celebration started with very apt words as the thought for the day “The flavor of the constitution should not be depicted only through our words but also through our actions.” This worthy thought was followed by reading the preamble of Constitution of India by the principal, faculties & staffs of the college. The assembly ground echoed with the words “We the people of India” A specially designed quiz will be conducted to enhance the awareness of the students about their constitution. A speech on our constitution which took us on a journey of our constitution from its history to its present day form and its vital role to bring together an idea called India.